MIMESIS – ALTERITY – ROME

A WORKSHOP ON DENIS FEENEY’S NEW BOOK:

Programme

Coffee will be served from 9:30

10:00 Denis Feeney, Princeton: ‘What I learnt writing Beyond Greek’

10:45 Tom Biggs, Georgia: ‘A “literary” Rome: Cultural capital in the middle Republic’

11:30 Kirk Freudenburg, Yale: ‘Translatio and the state of the (Roman) soul in Virgil’s first simile’

12:30: Light lunch and time for Art Gallery visit

2:00 Irene Peirano Garrison, Yale: ‘Beginnings: Resistance and integration in later versions of Roman Hellenism’

2:45 Jay Reed, Brown: ‘Translation nation’

5:30 coffee

4:00 Final discussion and wrap-up The Yale Clasico Graduate Students

Coffee and lunch will be served. For more information contact christina.kraus@yale.edu.